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 stl generator. The second version of the 3D printing .stl generator is now available for major additive manufacturing platforms,
namely MetalXXX [@MetalXXX], CarbonXXX [@CarbonXXX], and ProJet [@ProJet]. The.stl format was introduced in
Materialise 3D printing .stl, with the first release in 2017. [@3Dprinting.stl] Since its first release,.stl files have grown to

accommodate the significant evolution of additive manufacturing, and Materialise is proud to support this. [@3Dprinting.stl]
The first and second versions of Materialise 3D printing .stl remained mostly unchanged. In version 3 of 3D printing .stl, the

Materialise Polyhedral feature introduced to 3D printing .stl was extended to consider only the geometry in the most-complex
model for each material. The Materialise Polyhedral feature also allows the user to define the number of materials, the number

of supports, and the support features in a single model, making it easier to share models across different .stl formats. These
features were designed to be compatible with multiple 3D printing .stl file formats. ![Visualisation of a.stl file through

Materialise[@documentation.M26].[]{data-label="fig:stl.M26"}](stl.png){width="0.85\columnwidth"} The Materialise
Polyhedral feature was primarily based on the definitions of .stl file geometries [@documentation.M23]. With version 3 of 3D

printing .stl, this feature was extended to handle Support and External features. These features were introduced to 3D
printing .stl in Materialise’s PolyJet project in 2018 [@PolyJet]. PolyJet, which enables 3D printing .stl files on industrial-grade

PolyJet printers, is the first additive manufacturing platform to offer Support and External features. The PolyJet project
originated with the Laser Sintering (LS) system, and has since been adapted for numerous other 3D printing .stl file formats,
and is compatible with Materialise’s SL and stereolithography (SLA) .stl generators. PolyJet 3D printing .stl is the only 3D

printing .stl format that can 82157476af
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